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Betron BS10RM Specifications

Connection: Gold Plated 3.5mm, Headphone Jack
Microphone: Built-in microphone with a volume controller and call control
Connectivity: Wired
Noise Isolation: Yes
Weight: 16 Grams
Frequency Range: 20Hz to 20000Hz
Impedance: 16 Ohm
Headphone Form Factor: In-Ear
Cable: Tangle-Free Wire
Sensitivity: 100 dB
Cable Length: 120 cm
Driver Size: 12 mm
Max Input Power:  5 mW

What’s in the box

1. Betron BS10 Earphones with Microphone
2. Ear Cushions
3. Protective Case
4. Cable
5. User Manual

Product Description

Live Music Thrill From the Convenience of Your Headphones!



The Betron BS10 headphones with a microphone are a real force to be reckoned with, offering unparalleled clarity and
exceptional comfort—all without ever feeling heavy or cumbersome. With headphones that are unbelievably light and
comfortable to wear all day, you can truly immerse yourself in your favorite music wherever you are.

Utilize With Your Favorite Equipment

You can use Betron BS10 headphones with most devices, including smartphones, tablets, laptops, and PCs. Simply
connect them and you’re ready to enjoy the best audio possible.

Get Rid of the Bulky Earphones

The Betron BS10 Earphones are the ideal size for your ears, lightweight, and discrete. No bulky, large earbuds are
required; the BS10 has everything incorporated in, ensuring the highest quality audio without sacrificing performance.

With Betron BS10 Earphones, Love Your Ears

Perfect Suit: Made to fit your ear precisely for simple listening
Super Sound: Excellent audio quality and bass performance
Noise isolation: No outside noise will distract you from the present.
Lightweight earphones: Provide for simple and comfortable listening.
Compatible: Most smartphones, tablets, and laptops are compatible and simple to use

Individualized to Suit You

The ergonomic earbuds used in the Betron BS10 Earphones conform to your shape and fit snugly to provide you with
individualized comfort. You can select the best size for you from the three available earphone sizes.

Note

Please take note that items with electrical plugs are made for use in the US. Because outlets and voltage vary from
country to country, this device might need an adapter or converter to be used where you are traveling. Before buying,
kindly verify compatibility.

Features

Technology for Noise Isolation
Technology for noise isolation makes it intimate—just it’s you and the music. The BS10 earphones provide
coverage for blocking out external sounds, therefore no special procedures are required.
Connector with gold plating
To lessen the likelihood of corrosion, which could result in signal loss and nonlinearity in analog connections, gold
plating is utilized on connectors and switch contacts.



Metal Structure
The earbuds are portable and have a metal shell that is both stylish and strong. A standard plastic earphone has
a much longer lifespan.

Comfortable and Long-Lasting

This Betron set has a strong metal casing, unlike many other headphones that are made of plastic. They are incredibly
fashionable and strong, and they have a longer lifespan than many alternatives made of normal plastic. Even better,
this set includes three separate pairs of earbuds in various sizes. You can attain the ideal fit while being guaranteed
they won’t fall out during your favorite song by choosing the best size feasible for your unique ear shape.

Expert Audio With Perfect Bass

It would be reasonable to expect that these headphones’ sound quality would be average given their small size and
lightweight, yet nothing could be farther from the truth. You are sure to enjoy improved bass, crystal clear vocals and
enhanced stereo quality sound thanks to the ergonomic design that isolates background noise and the amazing 12mm
drivers.

Convenient Microphone and Volume Control

With these headphones, you can do more than just listen to music because they come with a covert remote control.
Without ever touching your device, you can simply answer calls and have complete control over your music. These
headphones are simple and convenient to use, and their versatility makes them the ideal daily accompaniment. Every
time, perfect audio The earphones’ 12mm big drivers consistently produce the best sound. The bass is strong and
powerful, giving you the impression that you are listening to live music.

FAQ’s

How do I know if these headphones will fit my ears?

The headphones come with a variety of ear tips. You can choose the size that best fits your ears.

How do I clean them?

The headphones are easy to clean. Just remove the ear tips and wash them with mild soap and water.

Can I use these headphones with my smartphone?

Yes, you can use these headphones with your smartphone. Simply plug in the 3.5mm audio jack and you’re good to
go!

Can I use these headphones for music and phone calls?

Yes, you can use these headphones for both music and phone calls. The built-in microphone allows you to answer or
hang up phone calls easily.

When playing music, does the center button function as a play/pause button?

Play/Pause as well as answer/end calls! But first, give this thing some serious thought! Although they’re ideal for travel,
if you want to watch or listen to shows or music with your head resting to the side, they may cause ear pain.



Do these sound good?

The sound is extremely good, and I really enjoyed this part of it, but the microphone was terrible, and I always take it off
when I make calls so that the person on the other end of the line can hear me clearly.

Does the remote and microphone work with non-Samsung Android devices?

My Android Motorola G7 Power works flawlessly with my remote and microphone.

Does the Samsung Note 20 5G fit this item?

Although they are compatible, you must use the earphone adaptor that is included with the Note 20 because they no
longer have a headphone jack.

Will the volume control on my Google pixel (not pixel 2) smartphone function?

These controls, which come from an Android user, will function the same as the system default controls on your phone
or music player.

Plug design?

There is a 3.5mm headphone jack on the Betron BS10 earbuds. A USB-C Type model is also available. With best
wishes

Does a fourth-generation iPod Nano support the controls?

When I use iTunes on my MacBook Pro, the volume controls on my BS 10 do not function. I’ve yet to try it on anything
else. I’m speaking with Betron about this problem and might get an alternative model. I favor audio in the mid-and high-
end with precise bass. Although a little bass-heavy, BS10 has a beautiful, warm, rich tone. No listening drowsiness.

How do I make these stay in my ears? These only want to split apart.

Check to see that the earbud tips fit snugly. The full-size headphones will remain on, though, if you’re prepared to wear
that fishing hat cap thing with the drawstring to tighten it in.

The earphones won’t remain on the tips and won’t click on. It seems as though the rounded rubber tips are too
big for the oval plastic ends.

Stretching of rubber has been documented. If possible, try anchoring one end before wrapping the others, being careful
to keep the attached side in place.

Is this the only shade available?

Additionally, the BS10 earphones are available in white gold.
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